The words "wage theft" frequently make headlines when workers sue employers for underpayment or nonpayment of wages.
In the United States, employer violation of wage and hour laws is a vast and enduring problem affecting as many as two-thirds of workers. In an attempt to combat this epidemic threat to hourly workers' bottom lines, legislatures have fashioned numerous laws, some even invoking the power of "wage theft" terminology, such as New York's Wage I. INTRODUCTION "Close enough" is rarely adequate. No one wants a doctor to get "close enough" while extracting a tumor or an engineer to get "close enough" on the safety calculations for a bridge. Yet, employees are increasingly asked to accept "close enough" when paid their wages. Employers have argued that overlooking relatively minor off-the-clock tasks before or after a shift, or not precisely paying overtime, has a de minimis impact on employees, 4 but that notion is frequently inaccurate. A minimum wage worker shorted just a halfhour per day has lost close to ten percent (10%) of her earnings over the course of one year. 5 Imagine the impact this deficit makes on basic living expenses like rent, groceries, and childcare. Sadly, wage theft typically affects financially vulnerable, low-wage workers and those struggling with poverty. 6 Undoubtedly, employers face a panoply of discreet challenges in managing employee tasks and time. In other cases, employers are deliberately shaving employee timecards in an attempt to be more competitive, innovative, or profitable. What would happen if employees were inadvertently overpaid a little here and a little there, totaling a ten percent overpayment in the course of a year? You can bet that employers would move mountains to correct those errors. Legislators and lawyers have consistently pressed for increased accuracy, largely in recognition of the gross disparity in bargaining power and the disproportionate burden borne by employees.
A. Wage Theft Encompasses a Broad Array of Employment Practices
"Wage theft is the illegal refusal by an employer to pay a worker the wages and benefits that he or she has legally earned." . 5 Meixell & Eisenbrey, supra note 1, at 1. 6 Michael De Groote, Wage Theft: How employers steal millions from American workers every week, DESERET NEWS NAT'L (June 24, 2014), http://national.deseretnews.com/article/1748/Wage-theftHow-employers-steal-millions-from-workers-every-week.html. 7 Solis, supra note 2, at 1. a number of ways: It includes failing to pay workers minimum wage or overtime wages (usually time and a half) 8 or not making rest or meal breaks available. 9 Some workers must start work early, before clocking in, or continue to work after clocking out. 10 Some employees even forego wages altogether, under the guise of an "unpaid internship," 11 while others have their wages held artificially low by collusion among employers in the marketplace. 12 For example, after a Papa John's franchisee was caught rounding employee timecards down to the nearest hour and failing to pay overtime, the franchise was required to pay $800,000 in back-pay to restaurant employees.
13
Another strategy is to classify workers as exempt, rather than nonexempt, to exclude workers from overtime after they have worked over 40 hours per week.
14 An increasing trend is to classify workers as independent contractors rather than employees because independent contractors are excluded from protection under the Affordable Care Act, affecting minimum wage, overtime, and benefits. Large-scale studies depicting the prevalence of employee versus independent contractor misclassification are infrequent but informative. An early 1984 study by the IRS found that, at that time, "15 percent of employers misclassified 3.4 million workers as independent contractors." Uber reached a $100 million settlement with its drivers, later rejected by a San Francisco federal judge as inadequate. 20 Meanwhile, Amazon and its drivers remain deeply steeped in litigation.
21
Even "tipped" workers whose total pay is not, in theory, fully dictated by the employer, can fall victim to "wage theft."
22
Workers earning tips, such as restaurant wait-staff and baristas, frequently report that employers unlawfully retain all or part of customer-paid tips and fail to ensure that workers are making minimum wage. 
B. Wage Theft is Endemic; No Industry or Skill Level is Immune
A study of workers in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles found that in an average week, two-thirds of workers suffered wage law violationrelated losses. 25 The study found a loss rate of $2,634.00 per year, which extrapolated to all U.S. low-wage workers, yields wage theft losses of more than $50 billion per year. 26 Employers will argue that this is just an error or that wages are paid as close as feasibly possible. Would a storeowner agree that shoplifting just a little is okay? In 2012, reported robberies in the United States totaled over $340 million.
27
Though we do not know how much wage theft has occurred (after all, many employees do not report it), we do know that in 2012, victims of wage theft who engaged private lawyers or got federal or state agencies involved were able to recover $933 million, which is almost triple the money reported lost in more traditional forms of theft. wages.
32
Time Magazine chronicled the drama, opining that the cutting-edge tech companies were just as "intent on exercising power over their workers as the old-line corporate dinosaurs Silicon Valley tends to look down upon." 33 Damning quotes were extracted from a March 2007 email, for example, [wherein Google's Eric Schmidt] assured Apple's Steve Jobs that a Google recruiter who'd called into Apple had gone against company policy and was being fired for her actions. "Should this ever happen again please let me know immediately and we will handle," Schmidt wrote. Jobs replied with a smiley face. 34 In the end, the tech giants settled for $415 million. 35 Not even law students are immune from wage theft. Eric Glatt, while studying at Georgetown University law school, worked as an unpaid intern on the 2010 hit film Black Swan. He later brought a class-action lawsuit against Fox Searchlight Pictures and related Fox entities alleging that defendants' failure to pay their interns violated the Fair Labor Standards Act. 36 Glatt argued that he, as well as other unpaid interns, were victims of wage theft. 37 Glatt ultimately settled the class action lawsuit, receiving $7,500.00 pursuant to the court-approved settlement agreement.
opines that the increased use of franchises, subcontractors, and supplemental staffing agencies is driving employer costcutting initiatives.
41
"We have a change in the structure of work that is then compounded by a falling level of what is viewed as acceptable in the workplace in terms of how you treat people and how you regard the law." 42 These constantly shifting social concerns coupled with an ever-changing workplace landscape, enabled by technological advancements driving pathways towards access and efficiency, create a constantly evolving problem to which no lasting solution exists or is envisioned.
II. THE EARLY ORIGINS OF WAGE THEFT, AN ENDURING PROBLEM
While wage theft is inarguably an endemic problem currently on the radar of legislators, employers, workers, and society-at-large, it is not a new phenomenon. Historians of labor and timekeeping have pointed out that "time measurements typically are bound up in contests for power and authority." 43 During the early stages of industrialization when personal timekeeping devices were expensive, employers exploited an information asymmetry concerning time. 44 The factory owner could afford a large factory clock and possibly a pocket watch, but the laborers were too poor to afford the expensive pocket watches of the time. 45 As a result, only the employer knew the time that regulated the workday. Workers suspected-with good 39 . 45 Id.
reason-that their employer was stopping or slowing the factory clock to shorten breaks and stretch the working day.
46
Because early industrial wage theft stemmed from the employer's control of the time, struggles over workplace clocks were common. Some employers took to locking and guarding the clock to prevent employees from speeding it up or vandalizing it. 47 In some workplaces, employees seized control of the time. When a group of mechanics won the right to a 10-hour workday, for example, the workers paid to have a bell forged and hired someone to strike it, to ensure that the hours were exact. 48 Other workers raised money for expensive public clocks that would "tell the time" by chiming loud enough to be heard inside the workplace's walls. 49 Wage theft founded in an employer's knowledge of time motivated the growth of inexpensive pocket watches that laborers could use to contest the factory clock and increased workers' support for public clocks, so this information asymmetry was short lived. 50 Many employers sought to stem the tide by forbidding or confiscating their employees' pocket watches, 51 but the eventual spread of time knowledge-through public clocks, personal watches, and radio-made wage theft via time control impractical.
Wage theft, through "stopping the clock," is thus largely a thing of the past, but many modern forms of wage theft are rooted in other mechanism by which employers control time, such as how it is recorded (e.g., rounding timecards or requiring employees to clock out early), and what minutes count as "on the clock" (e.g., defining pre-shift set-up or post-shift security inspections as non-work time).
52
Employers no longer confiscate pocket watches, but the modern struggles over wage theft have their echoes in the early history of industrial employment. 46 
III. NEW AND NOTABLE EFFORTS TO COMBAT WAGE THEFT
Since the inception of the clock tower and affordable wristwatch, government, union, and employee-driven initiatives have created enhanced protections to guard against wage theft. As discussed above, wage theft is endemic, and all layers of government have an active role in prohibiting, preventing, and redressing wage theft in all forms:
Wage theft, particularly from low wage legal or illegal immigrant workers, is common in the United States. Wage theft happens through various means, such as failure to pay overtime, minimum wage violations, employee misclassification, illegal deductions in pay, working off the clock, and total denial of pay. These violated rights have been guaranteed to workers in the US since 1938, by the Fair Labor Standard Act. 53 Generally, when employees bring a claim for wage theft, they are actually bringing cases for violation of a specific provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA"), state labor code, or relevant wage order.
54
The FLSA 55 establishes federal minimum wage and overtime pay requirements applicable to most, but not all, private and public sector workers.
56
Congress has specifically allowed states to enforce wage and hour laws more generously than the FLSA; thus, where a state law sets a minimum wage or overtime requirement that is more favorable to the employee, the state law applies. 57 Recently, states like New York have passed new laws to increase and expand criminal and civil penalties for wage theft activities, and to protect employees from employer retaliation.
58
New York, for example, has special concerns about the construction and trucking industries, whose labor forces are frequently misclassified as independent contractors. 58 Lancman, supra note 8. 59 Id.
While the vast majority of states have enacted wage and hour legislation, laws do vary by state, 60 and frequently, the jurisdiction within which the employee works determines the protections provided. Iowa, for example, has enacted few wage theft laws.
61
Those against new legislation in Iowa argue that it is unfair to impose new, burdensome laws on all businesses to address the dishonest practices of a few Iowa employers. 62 However, Iowa legislators are now observing, "Iowa's wage theft laws are so weak they are impossible to enforce." 63 The hope is that enhanced labor and employment laws might prevent incidences such as the unlawful tip-pooling taking place at one Iowa Applebee's, where wait-staff were forced to pay between five to twenty percent of their tips to a pool for management.
64
Taking such tips is a violation of federal law as well as Iowa state law, but the consequence of violating the state law was insignificant, lacking any deterrent effect.
65
Businesses argue that they are more careful than ever when complying with wage laws, due to the increase in enforcement actions. 66 However, employers will still gamble, wagering that they will go unnoticed or unchallenged. 
A. The Role of Administrative Agencies
The protective and deterrent impact of wage theft legislation is only as strong as the available enforcement mechanisms and prescribed consequences. Legally, employees encountering wage theft have many options. 69 On a federal level, if employees are not comfortable reporting wage theft to supervisors, they can contact the U.S. Department of Labor ("DOL") Wage and Hour Division 70 to complain. The DOL "administers and enforces more than 180 federal laws," including the FLSA. 71 This applies to both documented and undocumented workers. 72 Most, but not all, individual states have employment laws and enforcement agencies tasked with enforcing state labor codes and standards. 73 Local governments are also following suit. In Los Angeles, California, Hilda L. Solis, a member of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, characterized wage theft as a crime that disproportionately impacts the most vulnerable members of our society. 74 In response, she has introduced, together with Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas, a "motion directing County departments to propose a wage theft enforcement structure that is cost-effective, efficient, and leverages existing state and federal resources." 75 The government cannot possibly police every employer nor follow up on every complaint. "[P]art of the effort has been to dis-incentivize the employers by increasing the penalties, which makes it more attractive for 69 private attorneys to take these cases and pick up the slack from the government," says Chris Moody, an attorney specializing in employment law with the firm of Moody & Warner in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
76
Employees who suspect wage theft can file a wage claim with the appropriate administrative agency to recover unpaid wages, report a labor law violation, or make a public works complaint.
77
If an employee suspects that adverse employment action, such as demotion or termination, was in retaliation for making a complaint, the employee can file a retaliation complaint with the same administrative agency. 78 If an employee is unable to resolve his or her complaint through administrative channels, the employee may seek relief in the judicial system by suing his or her employer.
B. The Role of the Courts in Combatting Wage Theft
Courts cannot take a proactive approach to resolving inequities present in the workforce. However, when litigants bring wage theft disputes before the Courts, their decisions carry the force of law. Wage and hour issues frequently appear on the United States Supreme Court docket, firmly solidifying wage and hour law as a focal point in American jurisprudence. 
79
Workers were required to "wear protective gear, but the exact composition of the gear depends on the tasks a worker performs on a given day."
80
Tyson did not pay its employees for the time spent donning and doffing the protective wear, although the gear was required to prevent injuries, including knife cuts. 81 Tyson argued that because there are significant variations among employees and the amount of time spent on a given day donning and doffing the gear necessitated by the day's activities, that the class lacked sufficient "commonality," and was not amenable to class 76 De Groote, supra note 6. 77 What is Wage Theft?, WAGE THEFT IS A CRIME (2017), http://wagetheftisacrime.com/. 78 treatment.
82
The Supreme Court disagreed, stating that the employees could properly rely on a statistical expert opinion to determine the amount of uncompensated time for which Tyson was liable, especially given the absence of time records maintained by Tyson. 83 In January 2017, the United States Supreme Court agreed to consider whether companies could require employees to sign an arbitration agreement, that included a class action waiver, wherein employees expressly waive their right to participate in class action litigation against the employer.
84
This is problematic because many employee plaintiffs are unable to afford an attorney to prosecute their individual case. Plaintiffs' attorneys often take cases on a contingency fee basis, which is only financially feasible arrangement when a large number of employees join together as a class.
85
Some of the country's largest institutions now require employees to sign class action waivers, including Bank of America Corp., Ernst & Young, and Citigroup Inc., who argue that individual arbitration is the most cost effective and efficient means to resolve employee concerns.
86
The Supreme Court will now review and reconcile the splits between the Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits regarding the legality of class action waivers, in light of the rights of employees to assemble and act collectively. The courts, when addressing wage-related grievances, have been challenged in reconciling what society generally understands "wage theft" to be, with the appropriate cause of action. 88 As case law has evolved, and deeppocketed employers have amassed scores of favorable opinions, 89 plaintiffs' attorneys have trended toward including claims for common law conversion within the bundle of claims alleged. However, whether courts permit employees to pursue such claims is largely dependent upon the jurisdiction within which the case proceeds.
IV. STOLEN TIME: RETREAT TO COMMON LAW CONVERSION
Conversion, the civil law tort corollary for theft, "is the wrongful exercise of dominion over the property of another." 90 The elements of a conversion claim are: "(1) the plaintiff's ownership or right to possession of the property; (2) the defendant's conversion by a wrongful act or disposition of the property rights; and (3) damages." 91 When the "property" converted is wages, most often determined by multiplying time spent by the worker's hourly wage, we endeavor to place a monetary value on an intangible, irretrievable commodity: one's time. Can we recover stolen time? If so, what legal claim should provide the vehicle for relief?
Courts have held that "[m]oney cannot be the subject of a cause of action for conversion unless there is a specific, identifiable sum involved[.]" 92 While a specific sum must be capable of identification, the law does not require a plaintiff to identify the physical coins or notes allegedly converted. 93 California courts, for example, generally permit actions for conversion to proceed beyond the pleadings stage where a readily ascertainable sum has been misappropriated, commingled, or misdirected. Wages, once earned, become the property of the employee.
96
When alleging conversion, employees generally allege that the employer wrongfully withheld wages, knowingly failed to compensate plaintiffs, and that these wages were wrongfully converted at the time the wages were first due to be paid.
Plaintiffs have encountered seemingly sporadic success bringing claims for conversion based upon the wage theft that has occurred as a result of an employer's timekeeping and rounding procedures. The California Labor Commissioner even acknowledges and uses the term "wage theft" as a description of similar employment practices.
97
A recent federal appellate decision has affirmatively upheld an employee's right to bring a claim for conversion based on an analysis of recent California Supreme Court rulings, although little case law exists beyond the pleadings stage. . The sole remedy available under § 17200 is restitution of lost money or property, but the court found that employees possess equitable title in their earned but unpaid wages because the employer had a legal obligation to pay them. Id. Cortez therefore held that unpaid wages could be awarded as restitution for wrongfully acquired money or property under the UCL, even though the UCL does not authorize compensatory damages and the employees never had physical possession of their lost property, i.e., their unpaid wages. 
A. Faced With Suits for Conversion, Employers Protest Misplaced Claims
When faced with claims for conversion, employers have historically argued that money cannot be converted.
103
Employers have also turned to analogous scenarios in support of a general rule that when a statute creates a right that did not exist at common law, and provides a comprehensive remedial scheme for its enforcement, the statutory remedy is exclusive.
104
Where a new right is created by statute, the party aggrieved by its violation is confined to the statutory remedy provided by that statute. 105 Employers, citing case law, posit that the FLSA and state labor codes provide comprehensive and detailed remedial schemes, thus providing the exclusive statutory remedy for violations thereof.
106
Using this foundation, employers argue that a worker's claim for conversion, based on state labor code violations, cannot stand given the comprehensive statutory remedies available under the labor codes. 107 California, most notably, has seen a marked evolution in the viability of conversion claims. 108 Although published opinions are in short supply, opinions and orders entered by trial court judges are instructive to parties considering prosecuting, defending against, and settling conversion claims. This dispute was highly publicized and politicized as workers launched visible protests outside the Joliet, Illinois location, and later joined 10,000 other low-wage workers in Chicago to participate in broader protests demanding "$15-an-hour wages and the right to form a union."
119

C. The Existence of a Protective Statute Does Not Supplant Pre-existing Common Law Claims
Employers have repeatedly argued that wage and hour legislation, which enumerates specific remedies, preempts common law conversion claims.
120
This argument, the "new right-exclusive remedy" rule, holds that where a new right is created by statute, the statutory framework provides the exclusive remedy for enforcement, and derivative common law claims are disallowed.
121
With regard to the FLSA and its possible impact on state labor and employment laws, courts have consistently determined that "[e]xpress preemption is improper . . . as the statute's plain language evinces a clear intent to preserve rather than supplant state law. 122 Moreover, the presence of the savings clause undermines any suggestion that Congress intended to occupy the field of wage and hour regulation."
123
Turning to the question of whether a state labor code statute preempts a common law claim, like conversion, the answer hinges upon whether a statute created the right, or whether it existed prior to the statute's enactment. "If a right existed at common law, a statutory remedy is considered cumulative, even if the remedy is comprehensive." 124 Workers, thus, can rest assured that their common law claims for conversion can be included in their suits for statutory-based claims for wage and hour law violations. However, the strength of the conversion claim in the employment context is tempered by the lack of authority defining its reach. As discussed above, while conversion claims have repeatedly survived pleadings attacks, plaintiffemployees have yet to score a victory by jury, summary judgment, or otherwise, definitively stating that the worker is entitled to relief on a conversion claim and assigning appropriate damages. This uncertainty renders conversion claims particularly amenable to out-of-court settlement, where, in the absence of precedent, the parties can more confidently mediate an acceptable outcome.
V. CONCLUSION
While employers no longer guard company clocks or confiscate employee pocket watches, the battle over accurate payment for time continues. Workers at all levels, from unpaid interns and low-income wage earners, to those bringing home six-figure salaries in the tech industry, all struggle to balance the fear of losing a much needed job with the right to be paid fairly and lawfully. The steady stream of wage and hour laws enacted to address this perpetuating dilemma has been reactive at best, and at times, ineffective. With almost a billion dollars in wage theft returned to employees in 2012, the magnitude of the problem is undeniable. One might wonder how we can get ahead of this problem. Can our legislative and regulatory solutions endure the rapid evolution experienced in many sectors of the employment arena where employer-employee relationships are cemented in smart-phone applications? 125 Employers are cautioned to be more careful than ever, ensuring compliance with wage and hour laws, guided by increased enforcement actions and attention from multiple layers of government. Concurrently, employee plaintiffs continually produce allegations describing new and different methods of wage theft, oftentimes as innovative as the industry within which the employer operates. Despite changing work conditions, laws, and claims, the common law claim for conversion has maintained its relevance. Employers will continue to argue that wages cannot be converted, that there is already a comprehensive remedial statutory scheme for
